Login using your SUNet – canvas.stanford.edu
Locate your course on your dashboard.

Example, STATS290
Click on Course Videos

Accept terms & conditions
Entire video library will live in the Course Videos tab.
Canvas / Panopto Video Player Features

**Smart Search** - Automated speech recognition (ASR) and Optical character recognition (OCR)

**Notes & Bookmarks**
Canvas / Panopto Video Player Features Continued…

- **Play / pause**
- **Volume**
- **Skip back** 10 seconds button
- **Progress bar**
- **Quality** – Allows you to choose your streaming quality. High-Medium-Automatic
- **Stream Picker** – When viewing a session with multiple streams you can pick which one you want to see.
- **Speed** – Choose your own speed.
Course Videos Support

panoptohelp@stanford.edu